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In the pages ahead you will seee a glimpse into a year at Arbor, and our 
crowning achievement: our graduating 8th years. Our graduates have 
had a memorable year filled with one-of-a-kind experiences. This year we 
added to the list of experiences as we moved into learning from home, 
zoom meetings, and even a virtual graduation. It is easy to let this year be 
overshadowed by the coronavirus pandemic; however, this school year was 
so much more than that! From our youngest to our oldest students, and 
even our teaching faculty, this year was full of engagement, collaboration, 
perserverance, and resilience. 

We had a thriving booth at the Decatur Book Festival, and the Maker 
Faire. We continued to partner in educational offerings with the Atlanta 
Science Festival, the Dekalb Library System, and Montessori Partnerships 
of Georgia. We expanded our fundraising and partnered with Apogee 
this year, and in a very soft ask, we raised over $40,000. Even with our 
major fundraising event, the Annual Auction, shifting to a virtual event, 
we were able to remain in a positive fiscal trajectory. And in the midst 
of COVID-19, we also added a new budget line item to support families who are facing COVID-19 
hardships. This dedicated group of funds will support families on an ongoing basis financially. 

This is a year we won’t soon forget, but through it all, it has been an honor to work with each 
and every student, family, colleague, and community member this year. Thank you for all of your 
support—financially, emotionally, and physically. We couldn’t have done it without you. Our students, 
faculty, and community are all better because of you! 

With gratitude,

Samantha Vejay
Head of School

Dear Friends of Arbor Montessori School,
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PORTRAITS OF ARBOR MONTESSORI

In preparing students for the future, Arbor shows them how to learn, think, and communicate effectively, and 
work cooperatively with others. This year, the faculty and staff of Arbor worked to create portraits of themselves 
and our students, to fully capture what it means to go here, then go anywhere.

Establish meaningful 
relationships through 
communication and 

collaboration

Embrace their roles as 
citizens of their 

communities and the world

Explore the world with 
curiousity, con�dence, 

and compassion

Expand their horizons 
and blaze their own trails

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
STUDENTS AND PARTNERSHIPS WITH FAMILIES

CREATE WELCOMING
ENVIRONMENTS WHICH
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY

MODEL AND NURTURE
A LOVE OF LIFE-LONG

LEARNING

DEDICATE THEMSELVES 
TO AUTHENTIC 
MONTESSORI EDUCATION

WORK TO SUPPORT EACH
CHILD’S  DEVELOPMENT

AND SELF-DISCOVERY

Est. 1970
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THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 2020

JUNIPER CLARK

CHARLES CROSS

“Our care of the child should be governed, not by the desire to make him learn things, but by the 
endeavor always to keep burning within him that light which is called intelligence.” — Maria Montessori

I started at Arbor when I was three years old. My favorite memory at Arbor 
was the Dauphin Island trip in 6th grade. I am most proud of my work on my 
model of the U.S. Ironclads. One thing I do differently than most people is I 
don’t think about things in the long term, I only focus on what is happening 
right now. One way I would like to change the world is to help turn back the 
clock on climate change. 

As an adult, I would like to be a sports analyst. I want to be the kind of person 
that inspires others to be better. If I was going to say one thing nice about 
Arbor, I would say that it is a very welcoming and connected community. 

My favorite memory from my time at Arbor was the Washington, D.C. 
trip in 7th grade. I was especially proud of both my Roots of Reggae and 
Vegan Nutrition researches in my 8th year. They were both topics that I 
had a lot of interest in and because of that, I think I did an exceptional 
job researching them. I manage my time and respond to stress in a 
different way than most people. 

What I want to do as an adult is a somewhat unconventional choice. I 
want to travel the world. I want to be able to have unique experiences, 
meet new people, and learn about different cultures from beyond a 
textbook. As far as moneymaking goes, I would be very interested in 
becoming an international aid worker, because it is important for me to 
help the world in a direct way. I enjoy the freedom and flexibility for self 
expression at Arbor Montessori School.

I will be attending:

DRUID HILLS  

HIGH SCHOOL

I will be attending:

DRUID HILLS 

HIGH SCHOOL
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J. SIMONE FERNANDEZ

LOUISA HOFERT
I started at Arbor when I was three years old. My favorite memories of Arbor 
are ones where I have connected more with friends and had new experiences. 
These memories include trips such as Medicine Bow, DC, Dauphin island, 
and Rock Eagle, or things such as the plays I have been in. Medicine Bow 
is especially memorable to me, because I learned to do many things I was 
originally not comfortable with such as building fires on my own and doing 
archery. My work on my NaNoWriMo novel makes me feel especially 
proud because I was able to write an interesting and original story, and 
surpassed my word goal without rushing. When I am an adult, I would love 
to do some kind of work that requires creativity and imagination. I would 
most likely want to be an author, so I could use my imagination for the 
entertainment and learning of others. I would like to be the kind of person 
that people trust, and feel comfortable coming to for advice or help. Arbor 
has been a defining factor in who I am. It helped me grow as a person by 
encouraging me, challenging me, and helping me to be independent while 
still being beside me when I need it. Though I am looking forward to high 
school, I will always miss this school that I have known all my life.

I started at Arbor when I was two and a half years old. My favorite memories 
are centered around the community. Growing up with the same people is really 
lovely, and it helps make strong relationships and memories. I’ve formed many 
connections with people here that will continue beyond middle school. I’ll think 
fondly of Arbor for years to come. I’m proud of my final project in our Health 
unit. I painted a mural, and I think it’s some of my best work. I enjoyed being 
able to present my research in a creative way. I put a lot of myself into that project, 
and it definitely shows in the quality. I view the idea of being yourself and doing 
whatever you desire differently from other people. Life’s too short to go about 
without being strange. I am overdramatic and pretentious, so I write my friends 
letters with pressed flowers and try to use as many commas as possible. I don’t see 
the point in denying yourself little joys. I’m incredibly strange, might as well lean 
into it, and wear black lipstick to school. There are a lot of things I’d like to change 
about the world. One of the largest issues, which is especially highlighted during 
the coronavirus outbreak, is that humans are often viewed as assets instead of 
people. I’d like to change the prioritization of wealth over morality. The idolization 
of wealth is rapidly becoming stronger, and I’d like to reverse that before it’s too 
late. I want to be a good person. I want to create art that is meaningful. I’d like 
to be remembered for being kind and dependable. I want to give off a bit of a 
magical vibe—just weird enough that people think I’m a witch. That’d be lovely. 
Arbor encourages creativity, and you get a lot of chances to explore how you learn 
best and discover what your strengths are. Experimenting with my projects and 
presentations helped me realize many of my interests and talents, which I will carry 
on through life. I really loved getting to grow up in a community like Arbor: it’s an 
interesting dynamic. I don’t think I’ll experience something like it again.

I will be attending:

THE NEW SCHOOL

I will be attending:

THE NEW SCHOOL
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RILEY KLING

NOAH LAGOY
I started at Arbor when I was seven years old. My favorite memories of 
my time spent here are all the people that I got to meet. I met some of my 
best friends at Arbor and I’m sure they’ll be life-long ones. The poetry unit 
was and always will be my favorite assignment ever to be given at arbor. I 
was able to learn a lot about my writing techniques during the unit, but 
also I learned a lot about myself through my writing. 

There is a lot I would like to change about the world. Too much to put 
into this tiny box. I’m not quite sure what I would like to do as an adult. 
It’s really hard because I want to have something that’s reasonable and 
stable, but I’m not the kind of person who would enjoy doing the same 
thing every day. I would like to be a poet, but we’ll see. I would like to be 
a kind person. 

Arbor is one of the most solid things in my life. I can rely on Arbor (both 
the staff and students) to always be there for me. When my life got tough, 
I could always rely on the people at Arbor to help me through.

I will be attending:

PARKVIEW 

HIGH SCHOOL

I was two and a half years old when I started at Arbor. The memories from my 
time in the AP are my favorite from Arbor. I think the play cycle, orientation 
trip, or just laughing with my friends in community work or project work have 
been the best, but I will always carry the memories of Thanksgiving in Becca’s 
class and my 6th grade trip. Although the project has only been in my last year 
and was cut a little short, my favorite work I have done at Arbor has been Pizza 
Day. I have been apart of the Arbor community for twelve years now and in my 
role as Pizza Day Food Service Manager, I felt like it gave me an opportunity 
to give back to the community that has done so much for me. It is a position 
where I can show leadership in the AP. As an adult, I am not 100% sure what I 
would like to do. I have two parents who run businesses, so maybe I’ll end up 
building and running a business that has a positive impact on the world. 

The best thing at Arbor is how we are taught. Starting at a young age we are 
taught in a different way. We aren’t just sitting behind a desk, learning basic 
facts. We use materials to learn and we actually see what we’re doing rather 
than just hearing it. Then, when we get into the AP, we are given opportunities 
to do so many things. I learned how to run a business, we had Socratic 
seminars to work on sharing our ideas and having real discussions, we worked 
on our public speaking, and we also had opportunities to work with and give 
back to our community and be leaders.

I will be attending:

ST. PIUS X CATHOLIC 

HIGH SCHOOL
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JAYLA N’DIAYE

HUNTER RICHMOND

I will be attending:

WOODWARD 

ACADEMY

I was seven when I started at Arbor. It’s hard to choose one memory as my favorite. 
For me, it’s the little things: meeting and socializing with my friends, sitting in our 
morning meetings, and listening to the guides. Those moments make Arbor special. 
The work I’m most proud of was my PowerPoint presentations. I could choose any 
topic and fully pursue it with all my passion. These turned out to be my best works, 
from Ancient Egypt Architecture and Greek Symbolism to the World of Einstein’s 
General Theory of Relativity and the intriguing and bizarre 4th Dimension. What 
makes me different is my compassion and dedication to my interests. I pursue my 
passions with an internal self drive to explore; from the art of magic and illusion 
to my love for history and theoretical physics. I would like to bring more care and 
attention to things. People and the world should be more thoughtful. Less divided 
and more as one. I am not sure what I want to do as an adult. I’ve looked towards 
a future as an attorney in the court of law, then as a teacher to continue my interest 
in history, then as an adult taking to the field of theoretical physics and exploring 
the science of the universe. As I explore and contemplate, I am sure that I will 
find myself a job in the future. I would like to be a thoughtful, well rounded, and 
kind person. I believe that would bring out the best in me. Arbor shaped me as a 
student, an individual, and as a person, equipping and preparing me for the world. 
It’s a gift I can never repay. I am forever in debt to Arbor and what it’s done for me.

I was ten years old, in fifth grade, when I started at Arbor. My favorite memories are 
making new friends and the trip to DC. I made some truly amazing lifelong friends 
at Arbor and I am very grateful. During the DC trip, it was fun to explore new 
places and experience new things. Most of the museums and historical monuments 
were fascinating. My fondest memories of the trip were eating lunch across from the 
natural history museum, and playing football and frisbee. I am proud of much of 
the work I did at Arbor but some of my favorites are the ones where I was able to 
be most creative. For example, I created a timeline of a historical figure, and then 
hid the dates and made it into a scavenger hunt. I am also especially proud of the 
work I did as Coffee Corner Food Service Manager. I have a unique personality 
and have been lucky to have very unique experiences. I am honest, I have a good 
work ethic, I am a strong communicator, and I am persistent. I would love to 
change many things in the world. I would love to help feed children who do not 
have access to food and provide access to better education for children who do not 
have good schools available. Youth are very important because they are the future. 
When I grow up, I want to make an impact. I would love to travel the world and 
work to solve global issues. I would love to be the kind of person who everyone 
feels comfortable around, a friend to all. I want to be trustworthy, sincere, and 
dependable, with clear life goals. Arbor made me who I am. Throughout my time 
here the teachers have been welcoming, supportive, and created a second family for 
me. In the AP we are treated as adults, with clear guidelines and responsibilities, 
but we are also given the freedom to be independent. I am very grateful I had the 
opportunity to attend Arbor.  

I will be attending:

THE NEW SCHOOL
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I will be attending:

TUCKER 

INTERNATIONAL 

BACCALAUREATE

GAVIN SCHAUBLE

CAMRYN SIMPSON
I started at Arbor when I was eleven years old. My favorite memories are 
the fun events: games nights, open mic nights, and dances. They were 
a great way to bond with classmates. I’ve done many final outputs that 
I am really proud of. Some of my favorites are my Brunelleschi dome 
model, my Native American foods cookbook, and my genetics twin 
presentation. I would love to improve the education system in America. 
Because of the way private and public schools work, many children 
don’t get the education they need or don’t get an education at all. I view 
education as a vital thing for all children; it is a necessity to try and fix 
our education system. As an adult, I would love to become a teacher. 
With the power and responsibility that comes with being an adult, I 
hope to change and impact the world for the better. I would like to be a 
person with an open mind and an optimistic attitude. I hope to inspire, 
teach, and influence those around me. I want to be someone who is 
strong, independent, and lives their life to the fullest. The past two years 
at Arbor shaped and influenced the person I am today. Arbor helped 
me push myself and try new things, while also giving me support and 
encouragement. I have watched myself grow as a person these past two 
years at Arbor, and enjoyed being around amazing teachers and friends.

I started at Arbor when I was three years old. My favorite memory at 
Arbor was the trip to Washington, D.C. We got to walk around the 
city and see a lot of amazing museums and monuments, and I got to 
be with some of my best friends during this time. I’m really proud 
of my final researches on major sports injuries, the black plague, 
and the wars of Mesopotamia. I put a lot of work into them, and I 
think they turned out really well. As an adult I think I’d like to be a 
physical therapist. I enjoy helping people, and that would be a great 
opportunity to do so. But I’m not completely set on what I want to 
be as an adult, and my interests could definitely change based on 
what I learn in the future. 

During my time at Arbor, I learned that there are some aspects that 
set it apart from other schools. For one, the teachers at Arbor make 
sure that their students learn a lot during their time here, so that 
they’re well equipped to move on once their time at Arbor is over. 
But along with this, the teachers make sure that all the students enjoy 
learning. This makes students want to learn even more. 

I will be attending:

PAIDEIA SCHOOL
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I will be attending:

THE GALLOWAY 

SCHOOL

I will be attending:

THE NEW SCHOOL

CAITLYN SMITH

LAILA SMITH

I started at Arbor when I was four years old. I really enjoyed the end 
of year trips, because it gave us a chance to get to know each other 
and experience new things. I especially enjoyed the 7th grade DC 
trip because of all the cool museums and monuments we visited. We 
also got to have more responsibility over money, items, plane tickets, 
etc. I am most proud of my work improvement throughout my years 
at Arbor. One thing I do differently than most people is that I tend 
to focus a lot on details. Sometimes when it comes to schoolwork, 
but also just in everyday life like when I am reading a book. I would 
like to change the world by stopping animal abuse. Also littering, 
especially in oceans. 

I would like to carry on the traits I have now: being hardworking, 
helpful, and caring. As an adult, I’m not sure what I want to do. I 
have always bounced between ideas, and at one point I wanted to 
work with dolphins. I feel like Arbor has definitely prepared me to 
improve in life, both academically and responsibly. Arbor also has a 
warm environment with nice staff and students.

I started at Arbor when I was three years old. My favorite memory 
of Arbor was probably going to DC last year. The project I’m most 
proud of is the research I did on slavery. 

I think that I am able to form more carefully thought out opinions 
and ideas by being able to look at things from a different perspective, 
and that makes me different from other people. I would love to 
change the world by making it easier for people to get mental health 
services. 

As an adult, I want to be able to do a job that I’m passionate about. 
I want to be a person who is able to be fair and understanding. One 
of my favorite things about Arbor is that it gave me the space to 
discover my passions.
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I will be attending:

PACE ACADEMY

KATELYN SOUZA

WILLIAM SOUZA
I started at Arbor when I was six years old. My favorite memory 
of my time in Arbor was in my 7th grade year, when we went on a 
class trip to Washington D.C. I got to spend so much time with my 
friends, having fun. 

I think that the project that I am most proud of is the Magnum 
Opus that I did in my 6th grade year. I put so much effort into doing 
that and I am really proud of it. 

As an adult, I would like to be an engineer. Arbor is an amazing 
school. It has not only prepared me for high school, but given me 
friendships that will last a lifetime. I am very glad that I had the 
opportunity to come to this school.

I was in first grade, six years old, when I started at Arbor. I have 
shared countless memories here at Arbor but my favorite has been 
meeting new people and building friendships with my classmates and 
teachers. I am really proud of the shed we made in the construction 
occupations and the rocket we made in the energy occupations. A 
thing I do differently than most people is that I try to view problems 
from multiple perspectives. If I could change anything in our world 
it would be the pollution problem. I want to become an architect 
and design unique and abstract pieces, and I want to be the person 
who makes you smile. 

Arbor played a tremendous role in making me the person I am today. 
It continues to motivate me and helps me to become a better person. 
For that, I am very grateful. After spending eight years at Arbor I 
am now fully prepared for what comes next. Arbor taught me about 
school spirit, time management, and most importantly how to put 
my self and my ideas out into the world.I will be attending:

PACE ACADEMY
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CELESTA WAGGENER

MARGUERITE WALTON-MOUW

I was seven years old when I started at Arbor. My favorite memories 
of the time I spent here are the trips we went on. I have felt especially 
proud of my folktale work. 

Something I would love to change in the world is how society looks 
and judges those who are different. As an adult, I want to be an 
actress in television and in movies. I want to be the kind of person 
who is kind and caring. If I could say one nice thing about Arbor, it’s 
that we have a great community and support system. 

I started at Arbor when I was five years old. It is very hard to pick just 
one memory because they have all been so amazing, even the rough 
ones. However, something that has resonated with me for a long 
time would be the time when I was presenting my Magnum Opus in 
Samantha’s class and everyone stood up and clapped. It was one of the 
most amazing feelings to know that something you had worked hard 
on and put everything you had into was able to touch people in a way 
you didn’t think possible. The piece of work that I am the most proud 
of is my 6th grade Magnum Opus on sexual harassment. 

The world of politics is so divided, and not just the people inside the 
government but even the innocent onlookers. People now feel the 
need to blindly follow their party and not listen to facts, and this is 
something I would like to help change. I am tired of seeing people 
getting hurt simply because a person in a suit said it was okay. When 
I am an adult I would like to go into politics and try and make a 
difference in the world. The kind of person I want to be is a person 
who won’t back down from a fight and will do everything within my 
power to make something right. Arbor has been a part of my life for 
eight years now, and I have loved every second of it. It shaped me to be 
the person I am today and has given me every material I will need, and 
that means more to me than anything.

I will be attending:

DEKALB SCHOOL 

OF THE ARTS

I will be attending:

DRUID HILLS 

HIGH SCHOOL
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I will be attending:

LAKESIDE 

HIGH SCHOOL

RILEY WATSON

DAVID ALTON YOUNG

I started at Arbor when I was eleven years old. My favorite memory 
of my time spent here was the DC trip. It held many exciting, if 
laughable, experiences. I am most proud of my work as the Pizza Day 
Business Manager. 

One thing I do differently than most people is that I try to be as 
straightforward as possible, which can make me come off as blunt. 
The one thing I would like to change about the world is ending 
communism and other totalitarian regimes. Both the medical and 
political field intrigues me, and I would like to explore those fields 
more as an adult. I would like to be a person who is understanding, 
but strong. 

If I were going to say something nice about Arbor, I would say the 
culture of the classrooms allows for a nice balance between learning 
and enjoyment.

I started Arbor at age three in Marian and Asya’s primary class. My 
favorite memory is my 7th grade trip to Washington D.C. I loved getting 
to see wonderful monuments and museums, but also getting to bond 
with my classmates. Without this trip, I would not be as close as I am 
with my other classmates. I am most proud of my Persepolis study guide 
I completed this year. I enjoyed reading and discussing the book as well 
as voicing my opinion on the many topics throughout. I am also very 
pleased with the Philosophy group presentation I contributed to while in 
7th grade. One thing I would like to change about the world is how we 
are responding to Global Warming. The world is too important to put 
this topic to the side, and we all must come together to stop this problem 
from continuing. I would love to be a choreographer when I am an adult; 
I would love to teach as well as dance. I love the art form and being 
creative, so this occupation would best suit my talents and interests. I 
want to be a person that is kind and understanding but also independent 
and prudent. Additionally, I want to be able to stand up for myself and 
others, while also being open-minded towards everyone. Arbor is a loving 
community that cares not only about the student’s academic growth, but 
their personal growth as well. I can confidently say my time here has been 
wonderful because all of my teachers and classmates have been so kind 
and genuine. Without my experience with the Arbor community, I would 
not be the person I am today.

I will be attending:

DEKALB SCHOOL 

OF THE ARTS
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THE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
2019-2020 School Year

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE

COFFEE CORNER
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LEARNING FROM HOME

ADOLESCENT LIFE
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ARBOR’S 2019-2020 ANNUAL GIVING
We gratefully acknowledge the dedicated parents, alumni, families, friends, and corporate partners who 
invested in future generations through a gift to Arbor Montessori School. Arbor’s Annual Giving for the 
2019-20 school year include the Annual Fund, Auction, and COVID-19 Hardship Fund.

The Brown Family
The Kingsley-Fernandez Family
William and Lani Paxton
Paul and Becky Roberts
Anonymous Donor (2)

James Ainsworth and Leanna Ampola
Keren and Michael Barr
The Baumann Family

In Honor of Ricardo “TaTa” Lecaros
Danielle and Douglas Berry
Kyle Bradley and Melanie Pearson
Kang Ning Chan and Alex Maybury
Sundeep and Shilpa Chaudry
Aimee and Jier-Shu Chen
The Clark Family
The Cline Family
Steven and Janet Cywilko 
The David Family
Scott and Elizabeth Deaton
Alton and Antoinette Earle
Andrew Fu
The Georgalis Family
Scott and Jennifer Geller
Christopher Gill
Kate Godwin
The Grandhige Family
Rebecca Hadj-Taieb
Joseph Kerr and Bret Havey
Joshua and Lillian Klehr
The Kling Family
Jason and Kendall Lioon
The Mallis Family
Jonathan and Lisa Manuzak

Andrew and Megan Maurer
Chuck and Janine Musholt
The Nicolas Family
Jeanie Park and John Suh
The Parke Family
Chandani and Mayank Patel
Jay Patel
Vishal and Sonali Rao
Roberto and Joyce Reto
Monique and Evan Richmond
The Eliot Robinson and  
Liane Schleifer Family Fund
Anita Sethna and Robert Cole
Amar and Aparna Shah
The Sherrill Family 
Jessica Sherrill and Garrett Cook
Diana and Silviu Stoian 
Michael Sullivan
The Tang Family
John and Lynn Marie Trotti
Samantha Vejay
Slava Volkov
Tammy Ward-Martin
Christian and Karen Warren
The Watkins Family
Christopher Watson & Tiffany Fackler
Anonymous Donor (2)

The Abdulsabour Family
The Adams Family
Turner and Nancy Adams
Tricia Anbinder and Johnathan Levy
Amazon Smile
Iris Alacantra
The Allen Family

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE PHOENIX SOCIETY FRIENDS OF ARBOR

FRIENDS OF ARBOR

PHOENIX SOCIETY

Mary G. Ampola
In Honor of Sienna & Vince

George and Tracy Barry
The Beatty Family
Marialee Benitez
Lucy Bennett
Dan and Mary Jo Berry

In Honor of Miles
Ryan Blankenship
Tim and Lucy Brannon

In Honor of George & Frances
Betsy Brannon and Nick Lynton
Cleunice Bretas
Drs. Darigg and Sharyn Brown
Sanuja Bopitiya
Cindy Bowen
Lora and Will Boyd
Ginny and Paul Byrnes 
Harris Callaway
Wynne and Matt Callaway
The Carey Family
Davis Carey
Anuradha Chandrasekaran
Mamatha Chiruvella
The Choi Family
City BBQ
Nicolae and Roza Clempus
Allen Coker

In Honor of Judith
The Cornish Family
Rebecca Cross and Aida Radican
Tom and Janet Cross
Jonathan de Olano
Becky Deaton

In Honor of Emma & Taylor
Maria Decillis
Katrina Demarcus
The Dhaliwal Family
Drs. Darigg and Sharyn Brown
Anna Discenzo

$5,000 & ABOVE

$1,000 TO $4,999

UP TO $999
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FRIENDS OF ARBOR FRIENDS OF ARBOR FRIENDS OF ARBOR

Lisa Dorsett
Nicole Doxie
Jonathan Dubin and Traci Leong
Derek Eiler
El Ponce
Kayla Ellis
The Erdman Family
Gwains and Richard Evans 

In Honor of Theo & Louis
Amanda Evans
The Family of Alyssa Souvie

In Memory of James Edmund Souvie
Becca and Nancy Fernandez
Cecilia Fernandez
Kathryn Firago

In Honor of Madeira 
Elena and Thomas Fitzgerald
Alice and Theodore Frank
Russell George
Claudia and Adam Glassman
The Goad Family
Kamala Gourdine
Thomas Gowitt
Myesha Green
Nina Hafitz
Libery and Randy Hall
Patrick and Laurel Hanna
Marissa Harrigan
The Hartman Family
The Heim Family
The Hernandez Family
Nigar Heydarova
Daniel and Charity Hofert
Marlene James
Erica Johnson
Abid and Saba Karamali
The Karmali Family
Gurleen Kaur
Cicely Kendrick
Tip Tucker Kendall
Wes Kerns
Matthew Knowles
The LaBanca Family
Katie Jane LaBauve and Max Rochas
Jeffery and Constance Lagoy
Anne Ledoux
William Lester & Nancy Wiggins-Lester
Soham Mahadevia

Nathan Mascaro
Terrika Mays
Andrew and Elizabeth McBath
Carolyn McCarthy
The McLaughlin Family
Megan McRainey
Kamran Mehrani
The Messina Family
The Moe Family
Don and Dianne Moe

In Honor of Liam & Deaglan
Violet Mohabir
Sandra Montesinos

In Honor of Lydia
The Mullally Family
Shirley and Wayne Mullins
The Murillo-Vargas Family
Deedee and Pat Murphy
Dr. Cherie Murray
Marlene Murray
Kristin N’diaye
Deepthi and Prasad Narravula
Michelle Nguyen
Nina and Oni

In Honor of Quinn
Marie Noren

In Honor of Madeline, Sofia,  
& Calvin

The O’Connell Family
Patricia O’Keefe-Hutton
Charles and Jurine Owen
Jason and Shemoni Parekh
The Parents of Matilda Huisman
The Patel Family

In Honor of Siya Patel
The Patel and Fowler Family
Briana Patterson
William and Susan Paxton

In Honor of Joseph
Pallavi Penumetcha
Emily Peters
Barbara Pettit
Zachary and Shawna Pitts
Elise Marie Potts
Donna Powell

In Honor of Alex & Ian
Publix Partners
Pratik Rachh and Nisha Shah

Cindy Ragozzine
Alfredo and Shanahan Ramirez
Stacy Remaley
Vanessa and Billy Joe Richardson
Stephanie Robertson
The Rose Family
The Samman-Tahhan Family 
Maria Sanz
Aaron and Rosa Schauble
Ross and Beth Schiavo
The Shah Family
Alison Sherrill
Catherine Simpson
Polly and Charlie Simpson

In Honor of Camryn
Kelsey Smith
Marthe Souza
The Spaulding Family
Gutam Mudlappa Sreeram
Lauren Steffler
Talk of the Town
Ayesha and Mohammed Tarek
Kimberly Taylor
Thai Express Decatur
David Tyler
The Tyre Family
The Walton-Mouw Peeps
Tip Tucker Kendall
Bailey, Ben, and Maria Tobert
Torres Family
Graciela Valanju
Subhash and Nina Valanju

In Honor of Viviana & Javier
Lopa Vaidya
Bill Waggener

In Honor of Celesta
Susana Walker
Daniel Weiss
Liticia Weissinger
Paul Welty and Cristina Montesinos 
Markethia Williams
Pam Worsham
Yuan Xue
Asya Yordanova
Anonymous Donor (11)
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COMPANY MATCHES

AUCTION DONORS

AUCTION SPONSORS

AUCTION DONORS HARDSHIP DONORS

AT&T
Cisco Systems
Coca-Cola Company
Equifax
Home Depot
Johnson Control
Matrix Consulting
Oracle
SunTrust
Turner Broadcasting
Viasat

Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Silver Oak Remodel
Duo Orthodontics
One on One Physical Therapy
Highland Fine Wine
Kroger at Piedmont Crossing

Catherine’s Auto Repair
Mayte Peck
7 Stages
American Girl
Anonymous
Arbor Montessori School
Atkins Park Restaurant & Bar
AMC Theatres
Atlanta Botanical Garden
Atlanta Kick and Operation
Atlanta Movie Tours
Becky Deaton
Best Buy
Bowlero
British Swim School
Brookhaven Children’s Denistry
Center for Puppetry Arts
Chick-fil-a Hall of Fame
Corner Cup and HomeGoods
Corrective Chiropractic Decatur
Costco
Creative Discovery Museum
The Deaton Family

Deborah Young
Decatur Yoga & Pilates
Dr. Johnathan Dubin
Dr. Kathleen M. Sherwood
Dynamo Swimming
Escape the Netherworld
Fat Matt’s Rib Shack
Friends of Arbor
Giovanna Baumann
Givergy
Green Orthodontics
Guitar Shed
Hattie B’s Hot Chicken
HomeGrown Concepts
Jim Harrington
Kyle Bradley and Melanie Pearson
Lessons in Your Home
Little Badger & Co.
Little Shop of Stories
Local Green Eats
Main Event 
Main Street School of the Arts 
Mary Kline
Mike Fink
Orange Theory
Peggy Tipton for Amani Soaps
Plum Print
PROOF Bakeshop
Rosa McWaters
Salon Red
Scott Blanck, Start Code
Shakespeare Tavern
Sprouts
Stars and Strikes, Stone Mountain
Tamara Lucas
The Kids Salon
Tiff’s Treats
Tin Lizzy’s
Tito’s Vodka
Truist Park
Xocolatl Small Batch Chocolate

The Avila Family
Cindy Bowen
Lora and Will Boyd
Jason and Rebeccah Brown
Anu Chandra
Scott and Jennifer Geller
Thomas Gowitt and Laura Cadenhead
Jamie Holt
Wesley and Jennifer Kerns
Joshua and Lillian Klehr
Jason and Kendall Lioon
Soham and Vaishali Mahadevia
Alex Maybury and Ning Chan
Jonathan and Lisa Manuzak
Violet Mohabir
Shirley and Wayne Mullins
Marlene Murray
Chandani and Mayank Patel
Jay and Cherish Patel
Sahil Patel and Katherine Fowler
Vishal and Sonali Ra
Anita Sethna and Robert Cole
Diana and Silvia Stoian
Vicki and Rachael Walton-Mouw
Kevin and Sarah Watkins
Daniel and Mariya Weiss
Pam Worsham
Slava Volkov
Anonymous Donor (1)
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ARBOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION
as of April 30, 2020

2019-2020 INCOME
Tuition & Fees $3,203,803
Contributions $121,609
Fundraising Events $28,201
Unrealized Gain on Investments & 
Investment Income (not pictured)

($73,251)

Other $81,353

Total $3,361,715

2019-2020 EXPENSES
Instructional $2,359,986
G&A $226,993
Operational $171,984
Fundraising $37,009
Interest $9,050

Total $2,805,022

3%
2% 1%

93%

8%

6% 1%

84%

1%

AIDING FAMILIES, AIDING OUR FUTURE

For our families, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve extended credits for non-academic 
time and programs. Several families have opted to defer credits; in those cases, these are donated 
to our COVID-19 Hardship Fund. It is important to us to set aside these funds to directly support 
our families. Anyone is welcome to donate to the fund at any time, and we’re continuing to accept 
hardship applications on a rolling basis for the 2020-2021 school year. At this time:

• $177,060 in Tuition and Enrichment Credits have been returned to families. 
• $8,296.50 in Hardship Funds have been awarded.
• $26,451.19 in donations to our Hardship Fund have been collected

To support Arbor’s Hardship Fund, donations can be made at any time through our website, or by 
contacting our front office staff. 
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ARBOR’S CLASS OF 2016

LIST OF COLLEGES

Cooper Anderson
 

Emerson Barrett
Georgia Tech

Ellie Bond
The University of Georgia

Ellis Callaway
The University of Alabama

Nick Christian
The University of Georgia

Emma Hudock
Georgia Tech

Anna Jordan
William and Mary

Arvin Kabir
Savannah College of Art & Design

Kiera Lachlan
McDaniel College

Chad Lockard
Morehouse College

Aidan Manella
Kennesaw State University

Schuyler McCaa
Purdue University

Kiera McManus
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry

Sam Sagarin
 

Kallan Sorenson
Wesleyan University, Nebraska

Annabelle Stockton
University of Tennessee

Isabelle Stolz
 

Congratulations, students!

Go here... then go anywhere.



Scott Campus
1434 Scott Blvd.
Decatur, GA 30030

Lavista Campus
2998 Lavista Rd.
Decatur, GA 30033

Student Portraits By:
Deborah Young | DayC Photography | Let Our Pictures Tell Your Stories | daycphotography.com

(404) 321-9304
www.arbormontessori.org

ARBOR’S RISING 8th YEARS


